O.N.E Data Project

Purpose

Build practices and deliver solutions aiming at digitally transforming and fully integrating the full regular data lifecycle.

The project is due to renew and incorporate progressively various legacy platforms (.Stat DPI/Browser, StatWorks, MetaStore, OECD.Graph, etc.) into one seamlessly integrated evidence management environment consisting of three modules (.Stat Core, .Stat DE – Data Explorer, .Stat DLM – Data Lifecycle Manager).

Objectives and outputs

For precise project description see the O.N.E Data project scoping paper.

Non-member countries involved in the activity:

Tunisia.

Main Developments for 2018

General aspects:

Semester 1:
  .Stat DLM, DE: Referential metadata (sis-cc)
  .Stat DLM: Structural metadata (sis-cc)
  .Stat DLM: SDMX capture
  .Stat DLM: Programmable web charts
Semester 2:
  .Stat DLM: High-performance computing reusable modules
  .Stat DLM: Generic and publication workflow
  .Stat DLM: Web charts in Excel 365

Note: any .Stat DLM and DE feature usually requires evolution of .Stat Core which are implicitly included.